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Introducing Broadleaf Books
Our books inspire transformation in readers and their communities to foster a more open, just, and compassionate world.

Rooted in the progressive Christian tradition and reflecting the diversity of human creativity, we publish books that engage readers in fresh, substantive, timely, and inspiring reflection on what it is to live with meaning and connection.

We are committed to publishing authors who bring thoughtful perspective to explorations in religion, spirituality, social justice, culture, and personal growth with credibility and authenticity.

Broadleaf Books is the new adult nonfiction imprint of 1517 Media.
The other imprints of 1517 Media include Beaming Books, Augsburg Books, Fortress Press, Augsburg Fortress, and Sparkhouse.
For more information, visit 1517.media.
Waging Peace
One Soldier’s Story of Putting Love First
DIANA OESTREICH
FOREWORD BY DANIELLE STICKLAND

A gripping wartime memoir by a female Iraq War veteran that will inspire readers to love their neighbor, near and far.

Diana Oestreich served 407 days as a combat medic in Iraq. But when she was commanded to run over an Iraqi child to keep her battle buddies safe, she became a peacemaker instead. This beautiful and gut-wrenching memoir exposes the false divide between loving our country and living out our faith’s call to love our enemies. By showing that us-versus-them is a false choice, this book will inspire us all to choose love over fear.

DIANA OESTREICH is an activist, public speaker, veteran, sexual assault nurse, and the key relationship officer at Preemptive Love, a global relief organization working to end war. She lives in Duluth, Minnesota.

dianaestreich.com  @oestreichdiana
@dianaoestreich
In *Just Faith*, activist and writer Guthrie Graves-Fitzsimmons explains how a strong religious left has accompanied every major progressive advance in our society, and he resurrects the long but forgotten history of progressive Christianity in the United States. This book is a rallying cry for a bold progressive Christianity that unapologetically fights for its values to impact the biggest political battles of our time—from immigration and economic fairness to LGBTQ+ and abortion rights.

**MARKETING**

- National author speaking tour
- Trade & progressive Christian advertising
- National print and online publicity
- National and local television and radio interviews
- Targeted digital and social-media campaign
- Religion and spirituality media and blog outreach
- Co-op is available

**GUTHRIE GRAVES-FITZSIMMONS**

is a progressive Christian writer and activist. He is a fellow in the Faith and Progressive Policy Initiative with the Center for American Progress, founded The Resistance Prays, and is a frequent commentator on religion and politics for a variety of national news outlets. Graves-Fitzsimmons holds a master of divinity from Union Theological Seminary, where he was the William Sloane Coffin Scholar in Christian Social Ethics. He lives in Louisville, Kentucky.

Publication: September 15, 2020
978-1-5064-6252-3
Jacketed Hardcover 5.75 x 8.75
240 pages
$26.99

Religion / Religion, Politics & State
Political Science / Civics & Citizenship
Religion / Christian Living / Social Issues
Giving Up Whiteness

One Man’s Journey

JEFF JAMES

A thoughtful and captivating exploration of what it means to be white in twenty-first-century America and whether it’s possible to give it up.

Jeff James thought he was one of the good white guys. But when he asked an African American friend how he could help fight racism, he had to think again. “Simple,” she shot back, “get rid of whiteness.” In Giving Up Whiteness, James examines what it means to be white in twenty-first-century America. Ultimately, James writes, well-meaning white people have a lot of work to do, and it’s past time to get started.

JEFF JAMES has led innovation and diversity initiatives in technology, marketing, economic development, and publishing industries and currently serves as vice president and publisher of business and leadership books and e-courses for HarperCollins. He has been featured in Forbes and Publishers Weekly. James lives in the Nashville, Tennessee, area.

MARKETING

▸ National author speaking tour
▸ National print and online publicity
▸ National and local television and radio interviews
▸ Trade advertising
▸ Targeted digital and social media campaign
▸ ARC signing at BEA and ALA tradeshows
▸ Advertising in progressive publications
▸ Blog and podcast promotional campaign
▸ Author launch team
▸ Co-op is available
IRL
Finding Realness, Meaning, and Belonging in Our Digital Lives

CHRIS STEDMAN

An engaging and thoughtful examination of authenticity and belonging in the age of social media.

What does “IRL (In Real Life)” really mean in today’s digital age? It’s easy to view our online presence as fake, to see the internet as a space we enter when we aren’t living our real, offline lives. IRL, Chris Stedman’s insightful exploration of authenticity in the digital age, shines a light on how age-old notions of realness can be freshly understood in our online lives. Stedman invites readers to consider how they use the internet to fulfill the essential need to feel real, online and off.

CHRIS STEDMAN is an activist and community organizer who has written for The Guardian, The Atlantic, Pitchfork, BuzzFeed, and VICE, and has appeared on CNN, MSNBC, and PBS. He was the founding executive director of the Yale Humanist Community, and is now a fellow of Augsburg University in Minneapolis, Minnesota. His first book was Faitheist: How an Atheist Found Common Ground with the Religious.

Publication: October 20, 2020
978-1-5064-6351-3
Jacketed Hardcover 6.25 x 9.25
260 pages
$24.99

Social Science / Popular Culture
Computers / Web / Social Media
Philosophy / Movements / Humanism
The Poet and the Fly

Art, Nature, God, Mortality, and Other Elusive Mysteries

ROBERT HUDSON

In this revelatory book, Robert Hudson considers seven poets, each of whom wrote a provocative poem about a fly. Considering Emily Dickinson, William Blake, and several other poets, The Poet and the Fly brings together the poetry, the flies, and the poets’ own lives to explore the imaginative, and often prophetic, insights that come from the startling combination of poetry and flies, the extraordinary and the ordinary.

ROBERT HUDSON was a book editor for Zondervan for thirty-four years and is the author of the industry-standard Christian Writer’s Manual of Style. He has written several other books, including Kiss the Earth When You Pray; The Monk’s Record Player; and The Art of the Almost Said. He lives in Michigan.

roberthudsonbooks.com
Van Gogh’s Second Gift
*A Spiritual Path to Deeper Creativity*
CLIFF EDWARDS

An illuminating exploration of Van Gogh’s vision and creative process through an examination of his personal letters.

Cliff Edwards, a well-known Vincent van Gogh author and scholar, explores Van Gogh’s second gift—his surprising written works in the form of letters to his brother, fellow artists, and friends. A perfect book for creatives and those who want to understand more about one of the world’s most beloved artists, the genius creator of works like *Starry Night.*

CLIFF EDWARDS is Powell-Edwards Distinguished Professor of Religion and the Arts at Virginia Commonwealth University and a respected Vincent van Gogh scholar. He has written several books on Van Gogh, including *Van Gogh and God.* He is also a founding member of the Powell-Edwards Endowment for Religion and the Arts at Virginia Commonwealth University in Richmond, Virginia.
SUBVERSIVE
CHRIST, CULTURE, AND THE SHOCKING DOROTHY L. SAYERS

CRYSTAL DOWNING

An illuminating and engaging portrait of the lesser-known but highly influential Dorothy L. Sayers.

MARKETING

- National print and online publicity
- Targeted digital and social-media advertising
- Religion and spirituality media and blog outreach
- Niche media push to women’s, literary, and progressive faith publications
- Author launch team

Known for her bestselling detective novels, Dorothy L. Sayers lived a fascinating, groundbreaking life as a novelist, feminist, Oxford scholar, and important influence on the spiritual life of C.S. Lewis. Subversive shows how Sayers ignites new ways to think about Christianity, shocking people into seeing the truth of ancient doctrine, inspiring believers to evaluate how and why their language perpetuates divisive certitude rather than the hopeful faith, and showing us all a better way forward.

CRYSTAL DOWNING, PHD, is the Co-Director of the Marion E. Wade Center in Wheaton, Illinois, the preeminent archive in the world for documents by and about C.S. Lewis and six of his British influencers, including Dorothy L. Sayers. Her first book, Writing Performances, won an international award for outstanding Sayers scholarship.
Seculosity
How Career, Parenting, Technology, Food, Politics, and Romance Became Our New Religion and What to Do about It (New and Revised)

DAVID ZAHL

This newly updated paperback edition, with a new chapter on celebrity, explores various passions we pursue for meaning, and how, ultimately, they fall short of fulfilling us.

New updated and expanded paperback reveals the universal yearning writer David Zahl identifies, not to be happy or respected so much as enough—what religions call “righteous.” Today, we look to various passions—from eating to parenting to voting—for the meaning once provided on Sunday morning. Seculosity takes a thoughtful yet entertaining tour of American “performancism.” Ultimately, Zahl brings us to a fresh appreciation for the grace of God in all its countercultural wonder.

DAVID ZAHL is the founder and director of Mockingbird Ministries, editor-in-chief of the popular Mockingbird website, and cohost of The Mockingcast. He lives in Charlottesville, Virginia, where he also serves on the staff of Christ Episcopal Church. Zahl is the author of A Mess of Help: From the Crucified Soul of Rock N’ Roll and coauthor of Law and Gospel: A Theology for Sinners (and Saints).

mbird.com/author/david-zahl   @mockingbirdmin
@mockingbirdnyc   /mockingbirdmin
Brave Talk
Building Resilient Relationships in the Face of Conflict
MELODY STANFORD MARTIN

Provides practical tools to better navigate conflict, allowing readers to engage fundamental differences—even political and religious ones—with understanding and grace.

When we disagree about fundamental issues, it can be difficult to maintain close relationships. In Brave Talk, communications expert Melody Stanford Martin teaches us to treat every conflict as if it’s an impasse. By learning to temporarily suspend our desire to resolve differences, we make space for deeper understanding and stronger ties. Brave Talk blends humor, creativity, and interactive learning to help everyday people develop better skills for navigating conflict.

MELODY STANFORD MARTIN is a social ethicist and communications expert helping people of all ages develop skills of courageous dialogue and conflict transformation. She is the Founder and CEO of Cambridge Creative Group, an organization specializing in nonprofit messaging and outreach, and a founding co-host of Irenicast, a podcast on faith and culture. Stanford Martin lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

melodystanfordmartin.com
@_bravetalk_
@bravetalkproject
facebook.com/bravetalkproject
Worth It
*Overcome Your Fears and Embrace the Life You Were Made For*

BRIT BARRON
FOREWORD BY RACHEL HOLLIS

A compelling personal story that provides practical and inspiring takeaways for overcoming fear and improving one’s life.

Brit Barron grew up in an Evangelical megachurch in the ’90s, boxed in by her fears, unable to realize her full potential. All that changed when she fell in love with a girl named Sami. *Worth It* shares her story to inspire us to overcome our own fears—the fears that keep us from evolving beyond the narratives that have been defined by others. When we do, we’ll find out it was so *worth it*!

BRIT BARRON is a sought-after speaker about the intersections of spirituality, race, gender, and sexuality. She co-founded Other Dreamers, a creative agency designed to help others tell their stories authentically. She co-pastors New Abbey, a church in Pasadena, California, that seeks to challenge and redefine what “church” looks like today.

RACHEL HOLLIS is a #1 *New York Times* and #1 *USA Today* bestselling author, a top business podcaster, and one of the most sought-after motivational speakers in the world. Known for her unique, high-energy style, Rachel uses her platform to empower and embolden women.
Loneliness has reached epidemic proportions, according to many sources. In an age of mobility and fraying civic life, we are all susceptible to its power. In *The Great Belonging*, writer and spiritual director Charlotte Donlon reframes loneliness and offers us a language for the disquiet within. Ultimately, Donlon claims, we can find connection that emerges from honesty, and she offers tools, resources, and practices for transforming loneliness into true belonging.

**CHARLOTTE DONLON** is a writer, spiritual director, and host of the *Hope for the Lonely* podcast. Her work has appeared in *The Washington Post, Catapult, The Millions, Mockingbird*, and elsewhere. Donlon lives in Birmingham, Alabama.

[(charlottedonlon.com](http://charlottedonlon.com) // [@charlottedonlon](https://twitter.com/charlottedonlon) // [charlottedonlon](https://www.instagram.com/charlottedonlon) // [charlottedonlon](https://www.facebook.com/charlottedonlon)
The Price of Admission
Embracing a Life of Grief and Joy
LIZ PETRONE

A captivating memoir revealing timeless truths about hope and joy in the face of struggle and grief.

On the surface Liz Petrone looks as if she has it all. But, like many women, she is desperately lonely and dealing with ghosts of her own. Through a combination of personal narrative and common truths, Liz provides a timeless reminder to world-weary readers that, just as birth follows death, light does indeed follow darkness; and that, often, it is because of our pain—and not despite it—that we grow, survive, and—yes—thrive.

LIZ PETRONE is a suicide survivor and a recovering anorexic who found unprecedented support and community in telling intimate stories that speak to the lessons learned in survival and recovery. Today, she’s an author, blogger, speaker, and survivor. She lives in Syracuse, New York.

MARKETING
- National print and online publicity
- National and local television and radio interviews
- Trade advertising
- Targeted digital and social-media campaign
- ARC giveaways at BEA and ALA
- Targeted publicity campaign targeting women’s magazines, blogs, and podcasts
- Author launch team
- Co-op is available

Publication: September 1, 2020
978-1-5064-5878-6
Hardcover 6.25 x 9.25
200 pages
$24.99

Biography & Autobiography / Women
Religion / Christian Living / Personal Memoirs
Self-Help / Personal Growth / General
Dear Doctor

What Doctors Don’t Ask, What Patients Need to Say

MARILYN MCENTYRE

An honest and open call for better, more patient-centered health care by a well-respected voice in the medical humanities.

MARKETING

▸ National print and online publicity
▸ National and local television and radio interviews
▸ Targeted publicity campaign to medical and health magazines and blogs
▸ Targeted digital and social-media campaign
▸ Religion and spirituality media and blog outreach
▸ ARCs available
▸ Author launch team

Publication: September 22, 2020
978-1-5064-6047-5
Paperback 5 x 7
192 pages
$16.99

Health & Fitness / Holism
Medical / Physician & Patient
Body, Mind & Spirit / Healing / General

In the form of an open letter from patients to their doctors, spiritual writer and professor of medical humanities Marilyn McEntyre brings to light the hidden fears, desperate needs, deepest hopes, and heartfelt truths that many feel doctors overlook in their approach to health care. Ultimately, Dear Doctor is an important first step to begin a dialogue between two communities that often have a very large disconnect.

MARILYN MCENTYRE is a spiritual writer, speaker and professor of medical humanities at the UC Berkeley-UCSF Joint Medical Program. She lives in Carmichael, California.

marilynmcentyre.com  @marilynmcentyre
/marilynmcentyre.5
Expecting Wonder
The Transformative Experience of Becoming a Mother

BRITTANY L. BERGMAN

A pregnancy guidebook focusing on the emotionally and spiritually transformative journey of becoming a mother.

Pregnancy isn’t just a physical transformation. An emotional and spiritual journey is also taking place: you’re becoming a mother. In Expecting Wonder, Brittany L. Bergman explores this identity transformation with wit and grace, offering a heart-level guidebook for women in the season of pregnancy. By sharing her own journey of fear, change, and hope, Bergman offers readers a picture of the miracle that God is working not just in her body, but in her soul.

BRITTANY L. BERGMAN is a writer whose essays about motherhood have appeared in Coffee + Crumbs, Motherly, The MOPS Blog, (in)courage, and Today Parents. She lives in the suburbs of Chicago.

MARKETING
- National print and online advertising
- National review coverage
- Targeted digital and social-media campaign
- Religion and spirituality media and blog outreach
- Targeted publicity campaign to pregnancy and motherhood magazines and blogs
- ARC giveaway at BEA and ALA
- Author launch team
- Co-op available

Publication: August 4, 2020
978-1-5064-5890-8
Paperback 5.5 x 8.5
200 pages
$16.99

Health & Fitness / Pregnancy & Childbirth
Family & Relationships / Parenting / Motherhood
Religion / Christian Living / Women’s Interests
Welcoming and Affirming
*A Guide to Supporting and Working with LGBTQ+ Christian Youth*

EDITED BY LEIGH FINKE
FOREWORD BY KEVIN STRICKLAND

A thoughtful and supportive introduction to gender, sexuality, and LGBTQ+ topics for adults who work with Christian teens.

---

A handbook for pastors, youth workers, church leaders, educators, and other adults in Christian settings, this guide provides answers to the most pressing questions about sexuality, gender, mental health, safe sex, and more. You’ll walk away with a lot of insight, prepared to love, affirm, and accept the LGBTQ+ teens in your community the way God does—exactly as they are. A companion book to *Queerfully and Wonderfully Made: A Guide for LGBTQ+ Christian Teens*.

LEIGH FINKE is a multimedia producer, journalist, and editor. Her work focuses on religion and culture, and how both intersect with the lives of queer people in the United States. Finke and her two kids live in St. Paul, Minnesota.

totallygayproductions.com @therealclf

---

MARKETING

- National print and online publicity
- Email marketing to extensive church lists
- Digital and social-media campaign targeting youth pastors and Christian education directors
- Advertising in national Christian publications and LGBTQ+ media
- Targeted publicity campaign to LGBTQ+ and progressive Christian podcasts and blogs
- Video promotions featuring LGBTQ+ Christians offering personal experiences on topics in the book
- Displays, speaking engagements, and signings at Christian conferences
- ARCs available
- Launch team

---

Publication: August 25, 2020
978-1-5064-6498-5
Paperback 6 x 9
200 pages
$18.99

Religion / Christian Ministry / Youth
Family & Relationships / LGBT
Education / Teaching Methods & Materials / Health & Sexuality

---

ALSO AVAILABLE:

*Queerfully and Wonderfully Made: A Guide for LGBTQ+ Christian Teens*

Publication: August 25, 2020
978-1-5064-6524-1
Paperback 5.5 x 8.5
260 pages
$16.99

A Beaming Books Publication
Be the Brave One

Living Your Spiritual Values Out Loud and Nine Other Life Lessons

ANN KANSFIELD

An enthralling memoir of a captivating spiritual leader that will inspire readers to live out their values in everything they do.

Be the Brave One is the story of Rev. Ann Kansfield leaving Wall Street and finding her calling, becoming the first female and openly gay chaplain at the New York Fire Department, and getting voted the inaugural New York Times New Yorker of the Year. Guiding her story are the values that anchor her life. Weaving real-life stories with wit and practical faith, Kansfield challenges readers to discover and live out their own spiritual values.

REV. ANN KANSFIELD is a graduate of Columbia University who followed the Ivy League crowd to Wall Street until 9/11 happened and she realized she wanted more from life. She serves as co-pastor of the Greenpoint Reformed Church in Brooklyn, New York.

@greenpointchurch.org  @kansfield

Marking Your Spiritual Values Out Loud and Nine Other Life Lessons

MARKETING

▸ National print and online publicity
▸ Trade advertising
▸ National and local television and radio interviews
▸ Targeted digital and social-media campaign
▸ Religion and spirituality media and blog outreach
▸ Co-op is available
▸ New York regional and gay niche publicity push
▸ ARC signing at BEA tradeshow
▸ Author launch team

Publication: December 15, 2020
978-1-5064-6373-5
Hardcover 5.75 x 8.75
194 pages
$24.99

Biography & Autobiography / Religious
Religion / Christian Living / Spiritual Growth
Religion / Christian Living / Personal Memoirs
Without Oars
Casting Off into a Life of Pilgrimage

WESLEY GRANBERG-MICHAELSON

A wise, thoughtful, inspiring, and challenging exploration of pilgrimage as a metaphor for faith development.

MARKETING
- National print and online advertising
- National review coverage
- National and local television and radio interviews
- Targeted digital and social-media campaign
- Religion and spirituality media and blog outreach
- Email promotion to progressive Christian lists
- Included in newsletter to large congregations
- Trade advertising
- Author launch team
- Retail and wholesale co-op

Without Oars, Wes Granberg-Michaelson blends history, storytelling, biblical insights, personal reflections, and spiritual formation in an inviting call to discover pilgrimage as a way of life. It offers a unique perspective on the faith journey as an embodied practice of heading into the unknown and unknowable—with all the excitement, risk, and rewards that come with letting go.

WESLEY GRANBERG-MICHAELSON is a respected writer, speaker, and leader in the faith and justice communities. He has served as General Secretary of the Reformed Church, Director of Church and Society for the World Council of Churches in Geneva, and Distinguished Visiting Scholar at the John W. Kluge Center of the Library of Congress. He lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Sacred Balance
Aligning Body and Spirit through Yoga and the Benedictine Way

MELINDA EMILY THOMAS

A practical and unexpected guide to combining yoga practice with Benedictine spirituality to bring balance to mind, body, and spirit.

In Sacred Balance, certified yoga instructor and spirituality blogger Melinda Emily Thomas helps you align body and spirit through two timeless traditions: yoga and the Benedictine Way. Studded with illustrations of basic yoga poses and ideas for wellness, prayers, and meditations, Sacred Balance offers an abundance of wisdom for daily life that guides us toward peace and wholeness.

MELINDA EMILY THOMAS is a writer, activist, and certified yoga instructor who works with the Abbey of the Arts. Thomas lives in North Carolina.
Awakened by Death
Life-Giving Lessons from the Mystics
CHRISTIANA N. PETERSON

Enlightening and honest, this book demonstrates how embracing death’s mysteries will help readers live richer, fuller lives.

Taking readers on a journey through history guided by the mystics, *Awakened by Death* shows us how our psychological and spiritual relationship to death has changed over time, and helps us to reclaim a healthy engagement with our own mortality. Ultimately, readers will gain a deeper understanding of how facing the fear of death, and embracing rather than eschewing its mysteries, can help us live richer, fuller lives.

CHRISTIANA N. PETERSON is the author of *Mystics and Misfits: Meeting God through St. Francis and Other Unlikely Saints*. Her writing has been featured in *Christianity Today, Art House America, The Christian Century, Bearings Online*, and she’s a regular contributor to *Good Letters*, an Image Journal blog. She lives in Ohio.

christiananpeterson.com  @ChristianaNPete
@ChristianaNPete /christiananpetersonwrites
For years, River Jordan felt a call to travel to the mystical Isle of Iona—the island that gave birth to Celtic Christianity. In *The Ancient Way* she invites us to join her on this pilgrimage as she explores ancient Celtic Christian practices such as hospitality, imagination, and community. This is a thoughtful guide for cultivating divine connection as we embark on our own wild adventures, chasing the mystery that calls us all.

**RIVER JORDAN** is a speaker and bestselling author of books on Christian spirituality, including *Praying for Strangers*. A Southerner with a global perspective, she is a fierce advocate for the power of story to reveal the truth of our common ground. Jordan is the host of the weekly literary radio program *Clearstory*. She lives just outside Nashville, Tennessee.

**MARKETING**
- Trade print advertising
- National review coverage
- Targeted digital and social-media campaign
- Religion and spirituality media and blog outreach
- Niche Christian and Irish/Scottish/Anglo media push
- Advertising with niche Christian and Irish/Scottish/Anglo media outlets
- ARCs available
- Author launch team

**Publication:** October 13, 2020
978-1-5064-6045-1
Jacketed Hardcover 5.25 x 7.25
208 pages
$24.99

Body, Mind & Spirit / Celtic Spirituality
Religion / Christian Living / Spiritual Growth
Religion / Spirituality

**THE ANCIENT WAY**
*Discoveries on the Path of Celtic Christianity*

**RIVER JORDAN**

A compelling exploration of Celtic Christianity and how it can add meaning in contemporary life.

For years, River Jordan felt a call to travel to the mystical Isle of Iona—the island that gave birth to Celtic Christianity. In *The Ancient Way* she invites us to join her on this pilgrimage as she explores ancient Celtic Christian practices such as hospitality, imagination, and community. This is a thoughtful guide for cultivating divine connection as we embark on our own wild adventures, chasing the mystery that calls us all.

**RIVER JORDAN** is a speaker and bestselling author of books on Christian spirituality, including *Praying for Strangers*. A Southerner with a global perspective, she is a fierce advocate for the power of story to reveal the truth of our common ground. Jordan is the host of the weekly literary radio program *Clearstory*. She lives just outside Nashville, Tennessee.

**MARKETING**
- Trade print advertising
- National review coverage
- Targeted digital and social-media campaign
- Religion and spirituality media and blog outreach
- Niche Christian and Irish/Scottish/Anglo media push
- Advertising with niche Christian and Irish/Scottish/Anglo media outlets
- ARCs available
- Author launch team

**Publication:** October 13, 2020
978-1-5064-6045-1
Jacketed Hardcover 5.25 x 7.25
208 pages
$24.99

Body, Mind & Spirit / Celtic Spirituality
Religion / Christian Living / Spiritual Growth
Religion / Spirituality
30-Day Journey Series

Enrich each day with wisdom from our greatest spiritual thinkers.

Through brief daily readings and reflection questions, the 30-Day Journey series invites readers to be inspired and transformed. By devoting a moment to meaningful reflection and spiritual growth, readers will find deeper understanding of themselves and the world, one day at a time.

30-Day Journey with Emily Dickinson

**KRISTIN LEMAY**

Emily Dickinson’s unique spirit and gorgeous language have secured her legacy as one of America’s most original and most beloved poets. Whether you are a devoted reader or are discovering the beauty of her poetry for the first time, this journey provides the perfect way to engage the thought of this strikingly gifted poet.

**KRISTIN LEMAY** studied at Harvard Divinity School and the Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences. She is the author of *I Told My Soul to Sing: Finding God with Emily Dickinson* and teaches at Ohio University.

Publication: December 8, 2020 | $16.99 | 978-1-5064-6419-0 | Hardcover 4.75 x 7.5 | 80 pages

Literary Collections / Women Authors  
Religion / Christian Living / Devotional  
Religion / Christian Living / Spiritual Growth

30-Day Journey with Julian of Norwich

**CAROL HOWARD MERRITT**

Valued for her spiritual insight since the fourteenth century, Julian of Norwich’s powerful revelations remind us again and again of the power of divine love and that, with that love, all will be well. Whether you have long sought peace in her compelling words or are discovering her vision for the first time, this journey provides the perfect way to engage the thought of this beloved and wise mystic.

**REV. CAROL HOWARD MERRITT** is a minister and the award-winning author of *Tribal Church: Ministering to the Missing Generation* and *Reframing Hope: Vital Ministry in a New Generation*. She is a regular writer at *The Christian Century*, where her blog is hosted. She lives in Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Publication: December 8, 2020 | $16.99 | 978-1-5064-6442-8 | Hardcover | 4.75 x 7.5 | 80 pages

Religion / Christian Living / Devotional  
Religion / Christian Living / Spiritual Growth  
Religion / Mysticism
30-Day Journey with Jane Austen
$16.99 | 978-1-5064-5225-8
Hardcover | 4.75 x 7.5 | 90 pages

30-Day Journey with Dorothy Day
$16.99 | 978-1-5064-5107-7
Hardcover | 4.75 x 7.5 | 100 pages

30-Day Journey with Martin Luther King Jr.
$16.99 | 978-1-5064-5225-8
Hardcover | 4.75 x 7.5 | 100 pages

30-Day Journey with St. Hildegard of Bingen
$16.99 | 978-1-5064-5056-8
Hardcover | 4.75 x 7.5 | 66 pages

30-Day Journey with Dietrich Bonhoeffer
$16.99 | 978-1-5064-5109-1
Hardcover | 4.75 x 7.5 | 66 pages
Dear Church
A Love Letter from a Black Preacher to the Whitest Denomination in the U.S.
LENNY DUNCAN
$16.99 | 978-1-5064-5256-2
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 138 pages

Love Big
The Power of Revolutionary Relationships to Heal the World
ROZELLA HAYDÉE WHITE
FOREWORD BY NADIA BOLZ-WEBER
$21.99 | 978-1-5064-3373-8
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 200 pages

Love without Limits
Jesus’ Radical Vision for Love with No Exceptions
JACQUELINE A. BUSSIE
$24.99 | 978-1-5064-4688-2
Hardcover | 6 x 9 | 195 pages

One Coin Found
How God’s Love Stretches to the Margins
EMMY KEGLER
FOREWORD BY RACHEL HELD EVANS
$18.99 | 978-1-5064-4821-3
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 209 pages

Refocusing My Family
Coming Out, Being Cast Out, and Discovering the True Love of God
AMBER CANTORNA
$26.99 | 978-1-5064-1879-7
Hardcover | 6 x 9 | 272 pages

Outside the Lines
How Embracing Queerness Will Transform Your Faith
MIHEE KIM-KORT
FOREWORD BY RACHEL HELD EVANS
$16.99 | 978-1-5064-0896-5
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 212 pages
Stay Curious
How Questions and Doubts Can Save Your Faith
STEPHANIE WILLIAMS O’BRIEN
$25.99 | 978-1-5064-4956-2
Hardcover | 5.5 x 8.5 | 284 pages

Living in Sin
Making Marriage Work between I Do and Death
JASON MICHELI
$18.99 | 978-1-5064-2552-8
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 176 pages

Cancer Is Funny
Keeping Faith in Stage-Serious Chemo
JASON MICHELI
$18.99 | 978-1-5064-5698-0
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 226 pages

Is That Poop on My Arm?
Parenting While Christian
JUSTIN LIND-AYRES
$16.99 | 978-1-5064-3300-4
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 136 pages

Confident Humility
Becoming Your Full Self without Becoming Full of Yourself
DAN KENT
$18.99 | 978-1-5064-5192-3
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 200 pages

Holy Grounds
The Surprising Connection between Coffee and Faith—From Dancing Goats to Satan’s Drink
TIM SCHENCK
$18.99 | 978-1-5064-4823-7
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 230 pages
Great Works by Brian D. McLaren

The New Kind of Christian trilogy by Brian D. McLaren recounts a lively and intimate conversation between fictional characters Pastor Dan Poole and his daughter’s high-school science teacher, Neil Oliver. They reflect together about faith, doubt, reason, mission, leadership, and spiritual practice in the emerging postmodern world.

“A New Kind of Christian
A Tale of Two Friends on a Spiritual Journey
BRIAN D. MCLAREN
$17.99 | 978-1-5064-5461-0
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 286 pages

The Story We Find Ourselves In
Further Adventures of a New Kind of Christian
BRIAN D. MCLAREN
$17.99 | 978-1-5064-5465-8
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 310 pages

The Last Word and the Word after That
A Tale of Faith, Doubt, and a New Kind of Christianity
BRIAN D. MCLAREN
$17.99 | 978-1-5064-5463-4
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 310 pages

The Galápagos Islands
A Spiritual Journey
BRIAN D. MCLAREN
$16.99 | 978-1-5064-4825-1
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 282 pages

“This wonderfully candid travelogue will appeal to spiritual readers interested in environmental concerns.”

—Publishers Weekly
The Long Night
Readings and Stories to Help You through Depression
JESSICA KANTROWITZ
$21.99 | 978-1-5064-5664-5
Hardcover | 5 x 7 | 200 pages

A comforting companion for those waiting for the light to break on the long night of depression, from one who has been there.

“The Long Night will bring hope to the hurting and comfort to the weary. It’s a book I’ll keep by my bedside forever.”

—Glennon Doyle, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Untamed and Love Warrior; founder of Together Rising

The God of Intimacy and Action
Reconnecting Ancient Spiritual Practices, Evangelism, and Justice
TONY CAMPOLO AND MARY ALBERT DARLING
FOREWORD BY SHANE CLAIBORNE
$17.99 | 978-1-5064-5491-7
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 233 pages

Prayer
Expanded Edition
O. HALLESBY
$14.99 | 978-0-8066-2700-7
Paperback | 4.25 x 7 | 208 pages

The New Christians
Dispatches from the Emergent Frontier
TONY JONES
$17.99 | 978-1-5064-5495-5
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 264 pages
The Shift
Surviving and Thriving after Moving from Conservative to Progressive Christianity
COLBY MARTIN
$24.99 | 978-1-5064-5549-5
Hardcover | 6 x 9 | 200 pages

The Athlete Inside
The Transforming Power of Hope, Tenacity, and Faith
SUE REYNOLDS
$24.99 | 978-1-5064-5880-9
Hardcover | 6 x 9 | 200 pages

You Can Change
Stories from Angola Prison and the Psychology of Personal Transformation
MARK W. BAKER
$18.99 | 978-1-5064-5564-8
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 250 pages

Bringing Out the Best in People
How to Enjoy Helping Others Excel
ALAN LOY MCGINNIS
$12.99 | 978-0-8066-2151-7
Paperback | 4.25 x 7 | 192 pages

The Friendship Factor
Revised, 25th Anniversary Edition
ALAN LOY MCGINNIS
Paperback | 4.25 x 7 | 208 pages
How to Human
An Incomplete Manual for Living in a Messed-Up World
ALICE CONNOR
$24.99 | 978-1-5064-4910-4
Hardcover | 5.5 x 8.5 | 150 pages

Beyond Shame
Creating a Healthy Sex Life on Your Own Terms
MATTHIAS ROBERTS
FOREWORD BY TINA SCHERMER SELLERS
$16.99 | 978-1-5064-5566-2
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 250 pages

Fat and Faithful
Learning to Love Our Bodies, Our Neighbors, and Ourselves
J. NICOLE MORGAN
$18.99 | 978-1-5064-2522-1
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 246 pages

Bipolar Faith
A Black Woman’s Journey with Depression and Faith
MONICA A. COLEMAN
$26.99 | 978-1-5064-0859-0
Hardcover | 6 x 9 | 364 pages

Jesus Wept
When Faith and Depression Meet
BARBARA C. CRAFTON
$17.99 | 978-1-5064-5455-9
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 164 pages
The classic that has uplifted millions through times of loss

**Good Grief**
*A Companion for Every Loss*
**Granger E. Westberg**
$7.99 | 978-1-5064-5447-4
Paperback | 5 x 7.5 | 80 pages

**The Good Grief Devotional**
*52 Weeks toward Hope*
**Brent D. Christianson**
$14.99 | 978-1-5064-5307-1
Paperback | 5.5 x 8 | 144 pages

**The Good Grief Journal**
*A Journey toward Healing*
**Jill Alexander Essbaum**
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5309-5
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 160 pages

**PRE-PACKAGED SETS ALSO AVAILABLE:**

- **Good Grief**
  The Guide and Devotional
  $20.99
  978-1-5064-5634-8

- **Good Grief**
  The Guide and Journal
  $18.99
  978-1-5064-5635-5

- **Good Grief**
  The Complete Set
  $29.99
  978-1-5064-5636-2
Good Grief
Gift Edition
GRANGER E. WESTBERG
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-6953-9
Hardcover | 5 x 7.5 | 80 pages
Publication: June 6, 2020

Good Grief
Large Print Edition
GRANGER E. WESTBERG
$9.99 | 978-1-5064-6954-6
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 80 pages
Publication: June 6, 2020

Grieving the Death of a Mother
HAROLD IVAN SMITH
$16.99 | 978-0-8066-4347-2
Paperback | 6 x 10 | 144 pages

On Grieving the Death of a Father
HAROLD IVAN SMITH
$14.99 | 978-0-8066-2714-4
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.44 | 144 pages
Shining like the Sun
Seven Mindful Practices for Rekindling Your Faith
STEVE WIENS
$16.99 | 978-1-5064-5666-9
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 174 pages

Ordinary Blessings
Prayers, Poems, and Meditations for Everyday Life
META HERRICK CARLSON
$16.99 | 978-1-5064-5061-2
Hardcover | 4.5 x 7.25 | 130 pages

The Mindful Christian
Cultivating a Life of Intentionality, Openness, and Faith
IRENE KRAEGEL
$24.99 | 978-1-5064-5861-8
Hardcover | 5.5 x 8.5 | 150 pages

Holy Rover
Journeys in Search of Mystery, Miracles, and God
LORI ERICKSON
$24.99 | 978-1-5064-2071-4
Hardcover | 6 x 9 | 256 pages

Mansions of the Heart
Exploring the Seven Stages of Spiritual Growth
R. THOMAS ASHBROOK
FOREWORD BY EUGENE H. PETERSON
$18.99 | 978-1-5064-5485-6
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 284 pages

Hearing with the Heart
A Gentle Guide to Discerning God’s Will for Your Life
DEBRA K. FARRINGTON
$17.99 | 978-1-5064-5469-6
Paperback | 7.3 x 7.3 | 272 pages
Parable of the Brown Girl
*The Sacred Lives of Girls of Color*

**KHRISTI LAUREN ADAMS**

$18.99 | 978-1-5064-4908-1
Hardcover | 5.5 x 8.5 | 200 pages

Youth advocate Khristi Lauren Adams illuminates the stories of girls of color to reveal profound cultural and spiritual realities.

“Adams is a keen observer of the difficult life stage of adolescence, and her words will provide support to young girls and all who work with this population.”

—*Library Journal* (starred review)

Red State Christians
*Understanding the Voters Who Elected Donald Trump*

**ANGELA DENKER**

$26.99 | 978-1-5064-4908-1
Hardcover | 6 x 9 | 309 pages

Keeping Faith in Congress
*Why Persistence, Compassion, and Teamwork Will Save Our Democracy*

**LOIS CAPPS**

FOREWORD BY NANCY PELOSI

$22.99 | 978-1-5064-3374-5
Hardcover | 5.5 x 8.5 | 152 pages

A House United
*How the Church Can Save the World*

**ALLEN R. HILTON**

$16.99 | 978-1-5064-0191-1
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 227 pages

Youth advocate Khristi Lauren Adams illuminates the stories of girls of color to reveal profound cultural and spiritual realities.

“Adams is a keen observer of the difficult life stage of adolescence, and her words will provide support to young girls and all who work with this population.”

—*Library Journal* (starred review)
Hemingway and Ho Chi Minh in Paris
_The Art of Resistance_
DAVID CROWE
$28.99 | 978-1-5064-5570-9
Hardcover | 6 x 9 | 350 pages

Longing for an Absent God
_Faith and Doubt in Great American Fiction_
NICK RIPATRAZONE
$27.99 | 978-1-5064-5195-4
Hardcover | 6 x 9 | 300 pages

Religion in The Handmaid’s Tale
_A Brief Guide_
COLETTE TENNANT
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5630-0
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 130 pages

Sex, God, and Rock ‘n’ Roll
_Catastrophes, Epiphanies, and Sacred Anarchies_
BARRY TAYLOR
$18.99 | 978-1-5064-0906-1
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 200 pages

Keys to Bonhoeffer’s Haus
_Exploring the World and Wisdom of Dietrich Bonhoeffer_
LAURA M. FABRYCKY
$25.99 | 978-1-5064-5591-4
Hardcover | 6 x 9 | 275 pages
Classics by Martin Luther King Jr.

The Measure of a Man
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.
$11.99 | 978-0-8006-3449-0
Paperback | 4.5 x 7 | 56 pages

Strength to Love
Gift Edition
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.
$24.00 | 978-0-8006-9740-2
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 192 pages

Trains, Jesus, and Murder
The Gospel according to Johnny Cash
RICHARD BECK
$18.99 | 978-1-5064-3376-9
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 205 pages

Stranger God
Meeting Jesus in Disguise
RICHARD BECK
$18.99 | 978-1-5064-3375-2
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 256 pages

Reviving Old Scratch
Demons and the Devil for Doubters and the Disenchanted
RICHARD BECK
$18.99 | 978-1-5064-0387-5
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 200 pages
Visionary Works by Gregory A. Boyd

Inspired Imperfection
_How the Bible’s Problems Enhance Its Divine Authority_
GREGORY A. BOYD
$18.99 | 978-1-5064-5562-4
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 175 pages

Cross Vision
_How the Crucifixion of Jesus Makes Sense of Old Testament Violence_
GREGORY A. BOYD
$19.99 | 978-1-5064-3260-1
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 280 pages

Cross Vision Study Guide
GREGORY A. BOYD AND DEACON GODSEY
$9.99 | 978-1-5064-4948-7
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 150 pages

Spirituality of the Psalms
WALTER BRUEGEMANN
$11.99 | 978-0-8006-3450-6
Paperback | 4.25 x 7 | 76 pages

The Message of the Psalms
_A Theological Commentary_
WALTER BRUEGEMANN
$19.00 | 978-0-8066-2120-3
Paperback | 5.75 x 8.375 | 206 pages
Original Blessing
*Putting Sin in Its Rightful Place*

**DANIELLE SHROYER**

$16.99 | 978-1-5064-5467-2

Paperback | 5.5 x 8.25 | 240 pages

The Boundary-Breaking God
*An Unfolding Story of Hope and Promise*

**DANIELLE SHROYER**

$17.99 | 978-1-5064-5467-2

Paperback | 5.5 x 8.25 | 131 pages

The Words of Jesus
*A Gospel of the Sayings of Our Lord*

**PHYLLIS TICKLE**

$17.99 | 978-1-5064-5483-2

Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 248 pages

Fierce
*Women of the Bible and Their Stories of Violence, Mercy, Bravery, Wisdom, Sex, and Salvation*

**ALICE CONNOR**

$18.99 | 978-1-5064-1070-8

Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 192 pages

The Forgotten Books of the Bible
*Recovering the Five Scrolls for Today*

**ROBERT WILLIAMSON JR.**

$16.99 | 978-1-5064-0626-8

Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 179 pages
Homebrewed Christianity Guides
TRIPP FULLER, SERIES EDITOR
Paperback | 4.5 x 7.5 | $14.99

The Homebrewed Christianity Guide to Jesus
Lord, Liar, Lunatic . . . Or Awesome?
TRIPP FULLER
978-1-4514-9957-5

The Homebrewed Christianity Guide to the Old Testament
Israel's In-Your-Face, Holy God
ROLF A. JACOBSON
978-1-5064-0635-0

The Homebrewed Christianity Guide to the Holy Spirit
Hand-Raisers, Han, and the Holy Ghost
GRACE JI-SUN KIM
978-1-4514-9956-8

The Homebrewed Christianity Guide to Being Human
Becoming the Best Bag of Bones You Can Be
DONNA BOWMAN
978-1-5064-0565-0

The Homebrewed Christianity Guide to Church History
Flaming Heretics and Heavy Drinkers
BILL LEONARD
978-1-5064-0574-2

The Homebrewed Christianity Guide to God
Everything You Ever Wanted to Know about the Almighty
ERIC E. HALL
978-1-5064-0572-8

The Homebrewed Christianity Guide to the End Times
Theology after You've Been Left Behind
JEFFREY C. PUGH
978-1-4514-9954-4

Crazy Book
A Not-So-Stuffy Dictionary of Biblical Terms, Revised and Expanded
ROLF A. JACOBSON, KARL N. JACOBSON, AND HANS H. WIERMSMA
$19.99 | 978-1-5064-1844-5
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 459 pages

Crazy Talk
A Not-So-Stuffy Dictionary of Theological Terms
ROLF A. JACOBSON, KARL N. JACOBSON, MARC OLSON, MEGAN J. THORVILSON, MEGAN TORGERSON, AND HANS H. WIERMSMA
EDITED BY ROLF A. JACOBSON
$19.99 | 978-1-5064-1846-9
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 272 pages
Augsburg Books brings Christian voices and culturally relevant explorations of faith and spirituality from across the globe to readers of all ages.

**Beside Still Waters**

*Favorite Prayers, Poems, and Scriptures to Calm the Soul*

**ANGELA PALFREY**

*Beside Still Waters* brings together time-tested prayers, poems, and scriptures that provide the comfort and solace we all need. This small treasury is an essential source of wisdom, encouragement, and faith for every season.

Publication: November 17, 2020
978-1-5064-5910-3 | Hardcover 4.25 x 6.25 | 56 pages | $15.99

Religion / Christian Living / Prayer
Religion / Christian Living / Devotional
Religion / Christian Living / Spiritual Growth
The Gospel for Cat Lovers and The Gospel for Dog Lovers

SUSAN SAYERS

Charmingly illustrated collections of wisdom that cats and dogs offer us about God’s love.

Furry, infuriating, faithful, funny, and feline—your cat can teach you quite a bit about God’s love. Featuring full-color illustrations, this whimsical little book brings the joy and wisdom of cats to life in a whole new way, reminding us that knowing and loving cats is a wonderful blessing.

Be they woofy, waggy, wiggly, or wise—believe it or not, your dog can teach you quite a bit about God’s love. This whimsical little book brings the joy and wisdom of dogs to life in a whole new way, reminding us that knowing and loving dogs is a wonderful blessing.
Seek the kingdom of God and his righteousness in the way your cat hunts—single-minded purpose, ears alert and expectant, eyes intent with patient waiting, knowing the moment for action.

Dogs can only be themselves. Let God free you up to be yourself. It’s the you he already knows and loves.

Like guide dogs, we may be asked to help one another to see.

MARKETING
- National print and online publicity
- Christian advertising
- Targeted digital and social-media advertising
- Religion and spirituality media and blog outreach

SUSAN SAYERS was ordained a priest in the Anglican Church, and before retirement her work was divided between the parish of Westcliff-on-Sea, the local women’s prison, writing, training days, and retreats.
Coming to God in the Stillness
*Discovering the Power of Contemplative Prayer*
**JIM BORST**

An easy-to-use, classic primer on contemplative prayer by the late Dutch Catholic spiritual leader Jim Borst.

From the Old Testament prophets to Jesus to now, contemplative prayer has brought people of faith closer to God. *Coming to God in the Stillness* is a spiritual gem offering readers an easy-to-follow guide for their own contemplative prayer. In a simple style with practical emphasis, Borst outlines twelve stages of contemplative prayer and then addresses key questions, such as: What is it? What does it achieve? How can we learn it? Through this classic primer, discover the power of meeting God in the silence and stillness of contemplation.

**JIM BORST** (1932–2018) was a priest and worked as a Dutch Roman Catholic missionary in Kashmir, where he was based at the Holy Family Church in Srinagar. There, he established schools and helped translate the New Testament into Kashmiri. He passed away in Kashmir in September 2018.
**Nomad**
*A Spirituality for Traveling Light*

**BRANDAN ROBERTSON**

Part autobiography, part Christian spirituality, *Nomad* offers penetrating insight into the minds of the new generations of progressive evangelical followers of Jesus in the global church. Robertson writes on themes that include community, war, redemption, wonder, grace, sexuality, and the Eucharist.

**BRANDAN ROBERTSON** is a noted author, activist, and theologian, working at the intersections of spirituality and social renewal. He currently serves as the Lead Pastor of Missiongathering Christian Church and is the host of the *Quest* podcast. He writes regularly for Patheos, *TIME Magazine, Dallas Morning News, The Huffington Post, NBC*, and *The Washington Post*. Brandan is a sought-after speaker and consultant to churches, denominations, conferences, and universities around the world. He currently resides in San Diego, California.

An insightful exploration of what it means to be a progressive evangelical Christian, from a millennial leader.
From the Depths
Prayers for Grieving the Loss of a Partner

JOHN ELLISTON

A compact and accessible collection of comforting prayers for those who have recently lost a loved one.

Grief, emptiness, loneliness, guilt, loss, anger, and depression: the loss of a loved one brings a storm of powerful emotions. From the Depths is for those who have suffered the loss of their beloved. These prayers, located in the context of immense suffering and belief in a loving God, help us pray through the most difficult times and find God within. Elliston’s simple prayers carry a thread of hope that, though pain is inseparable from the human condition, death does not have the last word.

REV. DR. JOHN ELLISTON is a Baptist minister from Darlington, England. He has written a number of books of prayers, including Here in Our Midst; Footprints on Sand; From the Foot of the Cross; Walking with Pain; and Walking the Way of the Cross: Prayers for Your Personal Journey.
From the Foot of the Cross
*Prayers for Those Who Watch and Wait with Those They Love*
**JOHN ELLISTON**
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5920-2
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 38 pages

Walking with Pain
*The Lonely Journey*
**JOHN ELLISTON**
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5971-4
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 46 pages

Walking the Way of the Cross
*Prayers for Your Personal Journey*
**JOHN ELLISTON**
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5970-7
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 38 pages

Caring Together
*A Group Study Guide for Anyone Involved in Caring*
**CHRIS MORLEY**
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5911-0
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 112 pages

Health, Healing, and Wholeness
**HOWARD BOOTH**
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5928-8
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 111 pages

The Everlasting Arms
*An Introduction to Best Bereavement and Funeral Practice*
**DAVID SCHOFIELD**
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5963-9
Paperback | 7 x 10 | 76 pages

Petals of Prayer
*Prayers, Reflections, and Resources for People with Dementia and Their Caregivers*
**SIOBHAN O’KEEFFE**
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5939-4
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 117 pages
Prayers for Reflection
DAVID ADAM, NICK FAWCETT, GERALD O’MAHONY, SUSAN SAYERS, AND RAY SIMPSON
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5949-3
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 80 pages

Prayers for Comfort
DAVID ADAM, RUPERT BRISTOW, NICK FAWCETT, SUSAN SAYERS, AND RAY SIMPSON
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5943-1
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 80 pages

Prayers for Healing
DAVID ADAM, RUPERT BRISTOW, NICK FAWCETT, SUSAN SAYERS, AND RAY SIMPSON
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5945-5
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 117 pages

Prayers for Joy and Thanksgiving
DAVID ADAM, NICK FAWCETT, GERALD O’MAHONY, SUSAN SAYERS, AND RAY SIMPSON
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5946-2
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 92 pages

Prayers for Public Worship
Advent and the Season of Christmas
DAVID ADAM, NICK FAWCETT, SUSAN SAYERS, AND RAY SIMPSON
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5948-6
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 90 pages

A Prayer a Day from Advent to Epiphany
DAVID ADAM
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5904-2
Paperback | 5 x 8 | 32 pages

A Time of Wonder
Daily Reflections and Prayers for Advent
SIOBHAN O’KEEFFE
$9.99 | 978-1-5064-5905-9
Paperback | 5 x 8 | 91 pages

Old Testament Treasures
Reflections and Prayers on Favorite Bible Passages
NICK FAWCETT
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5935-6
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 39 pages

New Testament Treasures
Reflections and Prayers on Favorite Bible Passages
NICK FAWCETT
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5934-9
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 39 pages

Gospel Treasures
Reflections and Prayers on Favorite Bible Passages
NICK FAWCETT
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5925-7
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 38 pages
A Pattern for Prayer
*Exploring the Lord’s Prayer*
NICK FAWCETT
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5903-5
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 31 pages

Patterns for Daily Prayer
SUSAN SAYERS
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5938-7
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 159 pages

Monday Mornings and Traffic Jams
*Everyday Prayers about Early Mornings, Coffee Breaks, and Weekends That Go Too Quickly*
DAVID GATWARD
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5932-5
Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 96 pages

God Bless You
*Prayers of Blessing and Consecration for All Occasions*
NICK FAWCETT
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5922-6
Paperback | 5 x 8 | 112 pages

A Walk and a Prayer
*Glimpsing God in the World around Us*
NICK FAWCETT
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5906-6
Paperback | 4 x 6 | 32 pages

Only Connect
*150 Prayers to Aid Reflection*
RUPERT BRISTOW
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5937-0
Paperback | 5 x 8 | 104 pages

Prayers for the World
RAY SIMPSON
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5950-9
Paperback | 4 x 6 | 32 pages

Prayers of Creation
RAY SIMPSON
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5957-8
Paperback | 4 x 6 | 32 pages
A World in Need
Down-to-Earth Prayers of Intercession
NICK FAWCETT
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5907-3
Paperback | 4 x 6 | 32 pages

Father, Forgive
Down-to-Earth Prayers for Daily Life
NICK FAWCETT
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5916-5
Paperback | 4 x 6 | 32 pages

In Grateful Praise
Down-to-Earth Prayers of Praise and Thanksgiving
NICK FAWCETT
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5931-8
Paperback | 4 x 6 | 32 pages

Rest for Our Souls
Down-to-Earth Prayers for Help and Guidance
NICK FAWCETT
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5962-2
Paperback | 4 x 6 | 32 pages

Heaven Touching Earth
Prayers for Daily Life
NICK FAWCETT
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5929-5
Paperback | 5 x 8 | 108 pages

Touched by His Hand
Prayers for Daily Life
NICK FAWCETT
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5967-7
Paperback | 5 x 8 | 109 pages

Touching Down
Prayers for Daily Life
NICK FAWCETT
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5968-4
Paperback | 5 x 8 | 108 pages

Praying in the Benedictine Spirit
ALAN REES
Paperback | 4 x 6 | 60 pages

Praying in the Franciscan Spirit
SISTER FRANCES TERESA
$9.99 | 978-1-5064-5960-8
Paperback | 4 x 6 | 68 pages
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behind the Songs</td>
<td>Graham Kendrick and Clive Price</td>
<td>$18.99</td>
<td>978-1-5064-5909-7</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>8 x 8</td>
<td>223 pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding God in the Fast Lane</td>
<td>Joyce Huggett</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
<td>978-1-5064-5917-2</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>5.5 x 8.5</td>
<td>90 pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Here Am I</td>
<td>Anna Felix</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>978-1-5064-5930-1</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>5.5 x 8.5</td>
<td>85 pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Come to Me . . .</td>
<td>Raymond Tomkinson</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
<td>978-1-5064-5912-7</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>5 x 8</td>
<td>108 pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beatitude Attitudes</td>
<td>Nick Fawcett</td>
<td>$8.99</td>
<td>978-1-5064-5908-0</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>5 x 7</td>
<td>24 pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Time Praying?</td>
<td>Raymond Tomkinson</td>
<td>$10.99</td>
<td>978-1-5064-5927-1</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>5 x 8</td>
<td>57 pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Fragrance of Jesus</td>
<td>Patrick Coghlan</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
<td>978-1-5064-5964-6</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>5 x 8</td>
<td>109 pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking in the Light</td>
<td>David Adam</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>978-1-5064-5969-1</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>4 x 6</td>
<td>63 pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rediscover Jesus</td>
<td>Peter Edmonds, SJ</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
<td>978-1-5064-5961-5</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>5.5 x 8.5</td>
<td>141 pages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Landscapes of Prayer
Finding God in Your World and Your Life
MARGARET SILF
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5826-7
Paperback | 6 x 7.5 | 96 pages

Sacred in the City
Seeing the Spiritual in the Everyday
MARGARET SILF
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5827-4
Paperback | 6 x 7.5 | 96 pages

Saints
SCOT BOWER
ILLUSTRATED BY LINDA BAKER SMITH
$15.99 | 978-1-5064-5832-8
Paperback | 6 x 7.5 | 128 pages

The Heavenly Party
Recover the Fun: Life-Changing Celebrations for Home and Community
MICHELE GUINNESS
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5815-1
Paperback | 7 x 9 | 287 pages

A Treasury of Prayers
MARY JOSLIN
$14.99 | 978-1-5064-5846-5
Hardcover | 5 x 8 | 223 pages

A Treasury of Wisdom
MARY JOSLIN
$14.99 | 978-1-5064-5847-2
Hardcover | 5 x 8 | 224 pages

A Treasury of Saints
DAVID SELF
$14.99 | 978-1-5064-5848-9
Hardcover | 5 x 8 | 208 pages

Chosen
A Journey of Faith
MICHELE GUINNESS
$15.99 | 978-1-5064-5814-4
Paperback | 5 x 8 | 362 pages

The Augsburg Handbook of Christian Belief
ALISTER MCGRATH
$15.99 | 978-1-5064-5790-1
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 445 pages

You, Me, and Coffee
Our Lives, Your Journal, and So Much to Talk About
DIANNE PARSONS
$15.99 | 978-1-5064-5813-7
Paperback | 5 x 8 | 160 pages

Is Religion Irrational?
KEITH WARD
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5829-8
Paperback | 5 x 8 | 176 pages
In the Steps of Saint Paul
PETER WALKER
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5789-5
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 216 pages

In the Steps of Jesus
PETER WALKER
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5788-8
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 296 pages

The Bible: A History
The Making and Impact of the Bible
ROBERT V. HUBER AND STEPHEN M. MILLER
$15.99 | 978-1-5064-5838-0
Paperback | 5 x 8 | 460 pages

Who’s Who of the Bible
Everything You Need to Know about Everyone Named in the Bible
MARTIN H. MANSER AND DEBRA K. REID
$14.99 | 978-1-5064-5798-7
Paperback | 6 x 9 | 303 pages

Instant Expert:
The Bible
NICK PAGE
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5840-3
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 96 pages

Instant Expert:
World Religions
JOANNE O’BRIEN AND SANDRA PALMER
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5841-0
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 111 pages

Instant Expert:
Jesus
NICK PAGE
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5839-7
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 96 pages

Simply the Bible
ILLUSTRATED BY JONATHAN WILLIAMS
$12.99 | 978-1-5064-5797-0
Paperback | 6 x 7.5 | 128 pages
Augsburg Books

First Steps out of Depression
SUE ATKINSON
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5823-6
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 93 pages

First Steps through Bereavement
SUE MAYFIELD
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5822-9
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 93 pages

The Essential Guide to OCD
Help for Families and Friends
HELEN POSKITT
$9.99 | 978-1-5064-5819-9
Paperback | 5 x 8 | 172 pages

The Essential Guide to Children & Separation
Surviving Divorce & Family Break-Up
JENNIFER CROLY
$9.99 | 978-1-5064-5818-2
Paperback | 5 x 8 | 190 pages

The Essential Guide to OCD
Overcoming Excess Stress
ANDREW PROCTER AND ELIZABETH PROCTER
$9.99 | 978-1-5064-5817-5
Paperback | 5 x 8 | 191 pages

First Steps out of Anxiety
KATE MIDDLETON
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5820-5
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 91 pages

First Steps to Living with Dementia
SIMON ATKINS
FOREWORD BY SUSAN GREENFIELD
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5821-2
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 93 pages

Praying through Grief
Poems and Meditations for Healing
KATE KIRKPATRICK
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5831-1
Paperback | 6 x 6 | 96 pages

The Essential Guide to Burnout
Overcoming Excess Stress
ANDREW PROCTER AND ELIZABETH PROCTER
$9.99 | 978-1-5064-5824-3
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 86 pages

The Essential Guide to Children & Separation
Surviving Divorce & Family Break-Up
JENNIFER CROLY
$9.99 | 978-1-5064-5818-2
Paperback | 5 x 8 | 190 pages

The Essential Guide to OCD
Help for Families and Friends
HELEN POSKITT
$9.99 | 978-1-5064-5819-9
Paperback | 5 x 8 | 172 pages

First Steps out of Depression
SUE ATKINSON
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5823-6
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 93 pages

First Steps through Bereavement
SUE MAYFIELD
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5822-9
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 93 pages

The Essential Guide to OCD
Overcoming Excess Stress
ANDREW PROCTER AND ELIZABETH PROCTER
$9.99 | 978-1-5064-5817-5
Paperback | 5 x 8 | 191 pages

First Steps out of Anxiety
KATE MIDDLETON
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5820-5
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 91 pages

First Steps to Living with Dementia
SIMON ATKINS
FOREWORD BY SUSAN GREENFIELD
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5821-2
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 93 pages

Praying through Grief
Poems and Meditations for Healing
KATE KIRKPATRICK
$8.99 | 978-1-5064-5831-1
Paperback | 6 x 6 | 96 pages

The Essential Guide to Burnout
Overcoming Excess Stress
ANDREW PROCTER AND ELIZABETH PROCTER
$9.99 | 978-1-5064-5824-3
Paperback | 5 x 7 | 86 pages
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